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TIA and USDM.net Issue Internet Travel Report

Leading Travel Industry Consumer Survey Reports
Significantly More Travelers Plan and Book Trips Online
Consumers Responding More to Strategic Marketing than Paid Media
(Nov. 16, 2005) – While the number of Americans using the Internet appears to have reached a plateau,
those who plan and book trips or vacations online continues to climb rapidly, according to the Travelers’
Use of the Internet 2005, released today by the Travel Industry Association of America (TIA).
The annual report, this year issued jointly with TIA co-sponsor and contributor USDM.net, shows that the
Internet continues to grow as a dominant channel for both reaching and transacting with today’s travel
consumers. In fact, while this year’s results show that more than half of Americans 18 or older – more than
120 million adults –- use the Internet at home, work or school (roughly the same as in 2004), the number of
people who used the Internet to plan trips grew significantly this past year.
Survey results indicate a majority of online travelers (78 percent of respondents, or 79 million Americans)
turned to the Internet for travel or destination information in 2005 – much higher than the 65 percent of
online travelers in 2004.
Survey findings also indicate that 82 percent of travelers who plan their trips online now also book
reservations online. That indicates more than 64 million Americans bought or reserved an airline ticket,
hotel room, rental car or package tour online this past year – up from 70 percent in 2004.
Other trends and data to emerge from the Travelers’ Use of the Internet 2005:


More than nine out of 10 online travelers said they used the Internet to plan a personal trip last
year, and a quarter of trips planned online were related to business travel;



The most popular types of Web sites used for travel planning are online travel agency Web sites
such as Expedia, Travelocity and Priceline (67 percent); search engine Web sites such as Google
or Yahoo! (64 percent); and company-owned Web sites for airlines and hotels (54 percent);



Almost half of online travel planners also use destination Web sites – such as those maintained by
convention and visitor bureaus – to plan trips. In addition, one in three online travel planners
checks one or more Web sites and then calls a toll-free number for more information;
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With the increases in online travel planning, other planning sources have declined, such as
traditional travel agents – down to 31 percent consulting a travel agent for travel plans in the past
year from 39 percent last year;



Today, 34 percent of online travel bookers claim to make all of their travel purchases online.
Importantly, nearly eight in ten online bookers (78%) use the Internet to do at least half of all their
travel booking.

With so many Americans planning and booking their travel online, TIA and USDM.net expanded a survey
category this year to better gauge how consumers respond to the various forms of Internet-based
marketing communications.
The 2005 report shows that the most effective online marketing techniques that trigger a consumer
response are unsponsored search engine results (36 percent); e-mail recommendations by friends or
colleagues (34 percent); links on Web sites (26 percent); and opt-in e-mails or e-newsletters (21 percent).
“As this year’s survey results clearly show, consumers are much more responsive to strategic online
marketing communications, such as organic search engine returns, than they are to paid media, such as a
pop-up or banner ads,” said Jennifer Barbee, President of USDM.net.
“While online media is productive and valuable, travel industry suppliers may want to reconsider their
budget allotments for online and traditional media versus online marketing,” Barbee said. “Those savvy
enough to invest more travel marketing dollars in a strategic, online marketing campaign could reap much
bigger rewards for their destination, hotel, attraction or other travel business.”
For more information or to purchase the full results of the Travelers’ Use of the Internet 2005, visit the
TIA.org web page at http://www.tia.org/pubs/pubs.asp?PublicationID=57

About Travel Industry Association of America
TIA is the national, non-profit organization representing all components of the $600 billion travel industry.
TIA's mission is to represent the whole of the U.S. travel industry to promote and facilitate increased travel
to and within the United States.
About USDM.net
Since its inception in 1993, USDM.net’s deep travel industry experience, innovative Internet marketing
tactics, and adaptive technology solutions have propelled it to become the leading interactive agency for
the travel industry, endorsed by the Travel Industry Association of America, Destination Marketing
Association International, and the Southeast Tourism Society. Incorporated as U.S. Destination Marketing
Inc., and headquartered in Corpus Christi, Texas, USDM.net (www.usdm.net) provides comprehensive
Internet strategy, planning and turnkey Internet marketing and technology services to more than 150
Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs) and other hospitality and tourism organizations. USDM.net
owns and manages www.officialtravelguide.com, the travel portal of more than 1,250 destinations
worldwide.
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E-travel is becoming one of the most interesting ways for traveler. Unlike to traditional ways, participants in e-travel don't meet face to
face, so trust management becomes a crucial problem. After analyzing various trust models and methods, firstly, we give an adaptable
three-layer trust management model, including Data Collect layer, Filter layer, and Evaluation layer; then, present a trust evaluation
method located in evaluation layer for our travel platform, IPVita. Because of consideringâ€¦Â Leading Travel Industry Consumer
Survey Reports Significantly More Travelers. Cathy Keefe. Plan And Book Trips Onlineâ€, 2005. VIEW 4 EXCERPTS. Online travel is
currently experiencing rapid change with mobile channel, personalisation and peer-to-peer travel services being the main disruptors.
The app environment offers more convenience and less choice than web searches. Increasing consolidation among online travel
agencies. Expedia and The Priceline Group are driving consolidation in the OTA category.Â This results in a shift of focus for travel
companies from the time of the booking to the travel experience, in order to become mobile travel assistants. Want to find out more
about this report? Request more information. Table of Contents.Â Online channel: Empowering consumers in travel. Key online travel
trends today. Travel products: Mobile by nature. Consumers are pleased with the travel industryâ€™s response, but they also expect
more. The coronavirus crisis caused an unprecedented amount of disruption to travel plans and it impacted both providers and
consumers. Overall, consumers feel the industry has responded well with over three quarters (77%) saying that the industry is doing a
great job considering the circumstances. On the flip side, 88% of those surveyed said the travel industry needs to be more flexible in
dealing with changes and cancellations. Hotels received the highest grades for their response while cruises and airlines were

Wen (2009) examined online travel package purchase decisions with respect to their antecedents. This author applied three basic types
of web design to the e-commerce framework. The study demonstrated that â€œconsumer trust, consumer attitude perception, and
consumer satisfactionâ€ can be fully employed to the area of H&T online activity (Wen, 2009). Consumers intending to buy H&T service
products are typically influenced by the travel-related website design and content and other travelers attitudes and customer satisfaction
(Wen, 2009). In his later research, Wen (2012) noted that these t The Daily Travel Index from Arrivalist measures consumer road trips of
50 miles or more in all 50 U.S. states. Updated approximately every 48 hours. The July Fourth holiday saw a complete return to prepandemic levels of road travel, and it was only slightly lower than the holiday last year.Â Tracking Search and Booking Behavior.
ADARA's Traveler Trends Tracker taps into real-time travel data on travel-related consumer behavior including hotel volume and flight
bookings for both business and leisure travel. Updated daily. Leading travel industry consumer survey reports significantly more
travelers plan and book trips online. Apr 2007. Travel Industry Association.Â Most importantly, the book brings together diverse
perspectives currently seen in the field of KM research and practice in a logical sequence incorporating the most relevant and
representative examples into an integrated framework. It offers a comprehensive coverage of the KM phenomena, including: KM
frameworks, KM drivers, socio-technological enablers and processes, KM outputs and outcomes, as well as issues and challenges for
KM present and future. With its integrated and systematic approach to KM phenomena, the book contributes to achieving an objective
and complete picture of the field.

